
 

 

Sr. 

No. English 1 English 2 Hinglish Sentence 1 Sentence 2 

 

Word to learn (present 

tense) Past tense Hindi meaning 

Sentence for practice and to 

understand in present tense 

Sentence for practice and to 

understand in past tense 

1 Circumstances   Haalaat/parasthiti 

My circumstances forced me to 

rob   

Under the current situation 

how else do you expect me to 

react. 

2 Interfere  interfered Dakhal 

Don't interfere in my personal 

life 

 
3 Organize Organized Sahi Tarike se / Achhe se Organize the cupboard I have organized the room 

4 Persuade   Convince Manana / Raazi karna I have to convince my mom I have to persuade my Sir 

5 Strange   Weird Ajeeb I am having a strange feeling Those clothes are weird 

6 Attractive Attracted Akarshit karna She is attractive I am attracted towards Excel 

7 Relief  Relieved Rahat I have got relief from the pain 

We were relieved when our 

daughter came home on time 

8 Concern  Concerned Matlab hona This is not my concern 

I am concerned with your 

problems 

9 Sense   Sensed Samajh jana I sense he is hungry I sensed he was lying 

10 Explain   Explained Samjhana I will explain you this lesson I explained you yesterday 

11 Insist   Insisted Zor de ke bolna Insist him to go to doctor I insisted to have a cup of tea 

12 Assume   Assumed Anumaan lagana 

You assume that you have two 

apples 

I assumed that I am having two 

apples 

13 Indicate   Indicated Ishaara 

He indicates that he is good in 

computer 

He indicated me that he will 

come late 

14 allow allowed Anumati dena 

I hope my mom allows me to go 

for the film 

 I am not allowed to eat ice

cream 

15 Fired/sack Fired/sacked Naukri say nikalna 

Nobody will fire you if you work 

hard 

My boss fired me for not doing 

my work properly 

16 Suspect/doubt 

Suspected/do

ubted Shanka hoona 

 We doubt if he has completed 

his homework 

He suspected the poor man of 

theft 

17 Provide/furnish provided Laakar dena/if kay badley 

Trees provide us with many 

things like wood and paper 

I wasn’t provided with the 

necessary information 
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